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For three generations, Van Leer® has used the finest ingredients to craft a full range of high quality
chocolates with a distinct North American appeal. Today, Van Leer continues this taste tradition with the
support of Barry Callebaut and its 150 years of chocolate making experience. Van Leer’s traditional range
of products includes pure chocolate, compounds, glazes, and sugar-free products in various formats.
In addition, Van Leer offers a selection of premium products, including chocolate made with Belgian
unsweetened chocolate, certified ingredients and high cacao content. You can rely on Van Leer chocolate
to provide the rich flavor of European Chocolate made with American craftsmanship.

www.vanleerchocolate.com
Barry Callebaut North America • 600 West Chicago Avenue, Ste 860 • Chicago, IL 60654 • 800.225.1418
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With Spring Comes Renewal
As we see winter finally departing and spring’s welcome arrival, nature brings a sense of
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SOURCING SMARTS

ON THE
RISE

Meet consumers’ demand for sustainably and locally sourced ingredients.

34%

65%

But only
think food companies are
transparent about ingredients
and processes

of consumers say it’s somewhat
or very important to know how
their food is produced

Here’s how to improve your bakery’s sourcing practices—and spread the word.

Go Green

78%

of U.S. consumers say they
feel better buying items that
are sustainably produced

Factors consumers consider very important
in environmentally friendly packaging:

47%
46%
45%

Refillable/
Reusable

Recyclable

Compostable/
Biodegradable

Attract more customers by embracing
sustainable sourcing:
Work with vendors that have sustainable
farming and supply chain processes.

Look to Local

96%

of consumers define local as grown or
produced within 100 miles of the point of sale

78%

are willing to pay a premium
for local items

51%

believe local
products are not
advertised clearly

Integrate locally sourced ingredients into your
bakery oﬀerings—and market them eﬀectively:
Talk to your distributors about product options that
meet your customers’ definition of local.
Seek out local suppliers at farmers markets for
ingredients like fresh produce, milk and eggs.
Highlight local ingredients on menus and
social media platforms, tagging suppliers.

Buy bakery boxes, wrappers, cups and
catering trays that are recyclable and
made from recycled materials.
Showcase your bakery’s commitment to
sustainability on menu boards, signage,
social media and your website.

Sources: “Evolving Trust in the Food Industry,” Sullivan Higdon & Sink FoodThink, 2016; “Firmly Rooted, the Local Food Market Expands,” Randy Burt, Mike Goldblatt, & Shayna
Silverman, A.T. Kearney, May 2015; “Report Shows a Third of Consumers Prefer Sustainable Brands,” Unilever, May 1, 2017; “TrendSights Analysis: Fairly Traded,” Jonathan Khosravani,
GlobalData, April 2017; “TrendSights Analysis: Environmental Responsibility,” Richard Parker, GlobalData, July 2017; “2017 Q1 Consumer Survey - USA,” GlobalData, 2017

Churros menu
mentions rose

10%

FROM THE
PANTRY

INNOVATION
STATION

THE

IN 2 YEARS

CHURRO
MANIA

Today’s version of the traditional cinnamonand-sugar-coated treat is anything but.

In Myrtle Beach, South Carolina,
July 4 means cupcakes. For the
past six years, Croissants Bistro
and Bakery has
hosted an annual
cupcake-eating
BEST
contest. “Many
PRACTI
of our customers
participate as an
established local
tradition, but last year we
actually had professional eaters
come out as well,” says owner
Alexandra Eline. One of those
pros took home the grand prize
in 2017, eating 59 cupcakes in
five minutes. The media took
notice, gaining the bakery
national recognition.
Running contests can boost
customer engagement and
spread the word about your
bakery. Here’s where to start.

CHURROS ARE HAVING A MOMENT: Menu mentions of the snack increased

They’re #Instaworthy
Churros’ shapes, dips and toppings make them social media friendly—one reason
Sweet Churros decided to offer curved versions with colorful coatings like matcha and
strawberry crunch, according to co-founder Paul Choi. “Traditionally, churros are straight,
but we were focusing on the design so people would take pictures,” Choi says. “Some
people stop by because they saw one on Instagram or Yelp.”

They’re Easy to Make
Churro Stix employees add water to a prepared mix to create the dough for bitesize churros, churro ice cream sandwiches and other items. Once an order’s placed,
preparation is quick: The dough is shaped and then fried for one to two minutes in canola
oil. This lets employees focus on customization. “We give people options,” says founder
Alen Aydinian. “Because we make them fresh, we can tailor [them] to each customer.”

They Elicit Nostalgia
Most Churro Stix customers have had the traditionally Spanish dessert before, according
to Aydinian, who has fond memories of snacking on freshly made churros as a child
during family vacations to Mexico. “Because people remember having them at carnivals
growing up and from street vendors, churros hold a special place in their hearts,” he says.
“A lot of times, it brings back childhood memories—that’s a wonderful thing.”
6
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—Erin Brereton

Flavored Sugar
Churros
Katherine Simpson,
Applications Chef, Dawn Foods

1 pound granulated sugar
0.5 ounces Dawn Icing
Fruit Bits, whichever
flavor desired
1 ounce cornstarch
40 Dawn Foods
Mi Panaderia Plain 10”
Churros
In a food processor, blend
sugar, Icing Fruit Bits
and cornstarch. For a
thicker texture, add more
cornstarch. For a stronger
flavor, add more Icing Fruit
Bits. Set aside mixture.
Prepare churros according
to bag directions.
Remove churros from fryer
or oven and immediately
roll them in the flavored
sugar mixture.
Yields 40 churros

Photos by iStock, photos courtesy of Churros Stix, Hobart, proBake, Belshaw

10 percent in two years, according to a 2016 report from Technomic. Traditional
and unconventional versions are popping up at independent donut shops, at
larger chains like Krispy Kreme and on restaurant dessert menus—and several
operations fully dedicated to churros have debuted in recent years, including
New York’s Sweet Churros and Southern California’s Churro Stix. Here’s what
the masterminds behind these eateries have to say about the trending treats.

COMPETITIVE EDGE

T
ICE

HOSTING CONTESTS
HELPS INDEPENDENT
BAKERIES WIN BIG.

GET PLANNING

GET SOCIAL

GET CREATIVE

Don’t underestimate the
work involved in running
a contest. Plan at least six
months out, calculating all
labor and ingredient costs.
In addition to baking
hundreds of cupcakes
for Croissants’ contest,
Eline’s team collaborates
with fellow businesses
to pool a prize (typically
gift certificates), markets
the event through social
media and press outlets,
and maps out day-of
logistics.

Promoting these events on social
channels ahead of the event
generates buzz about the bakery.
“We definitely get customers who
come in weeks ahead of time
because they’re excited about
the contest,” Eline says. It can
also turn what may otherwise
be a midsummer slow season
into a sales bump. The day of
the contest, capture a ton of
photos, but be mindful of which
you post. An overhead shot of
a dozen cupcakes? Definitely.
A close-up of a contestant
voraciously eating? Probably not.

Time and budget don’t have
to hold bakeries back; even
small contests can help boost
engagement and reach new
consumers. Cupcake bakery More
in Chicago recently asked its
Facebook fans to submit a song
that included the word “vanilla.”
The first 30 correct submissions
won a free cupcake. The Village
Bakery and Cafe in Atwater
Village, California, encourages
patrons to share pictures of the
eatery’s goods on Instagram,
rewarding randomly selected
participants with free treats.

Read about Dawn Foods’
Sweetest Bakery
in America
Contest and
how it gave
2017’s winner,
Lochel’s Bakery
in Hatboro,
Pennsylvania, a sales boost:
SweetestBakeryinAmerica.com

— Kate Rockwood

Hobart HL200
Series Mixer

KITCHEN
UPGRADE:

New controls can adjust
the speed while the
mixer is on to avoid
over-mixing, and a timer
automatically shuts off
the machine after use.

New Bakery
Equipment

WELLEQUIPPED

Belshaw Adamatic
Donut Fryer
Robust and efficient, this
fryer can make up to 100
dozen donuts per hour,
giving bakers more time to
get creative with finishes
and decorations.

3 pieces of cutting-edge
equipment that free up
time and head space

proBAKE Electronic
Water Meter
At Bennison’s Bakery in Evanston, Illinois,
dosing 105 pounds of water into the mixer
for baguette dough is a cinch: Owner Jory
Downer puts the hose in the mixer and walks
away. An electronic meter controls the water
amount and temperature. “It works so well
we bought a second one,” Downer says.

— Kelsey Allen

Morning Glory
Bakeries are poised to
RULE BREAKFAST.
Here’s what
consumers want in
a morning meal.
By Kate Rockwood

L

Make It Handheld and Filling
“For most working people, eating a full breakfast is a luxury,” says Medy Youcef, pastry chef
at New York food market Smorgasburg. “Maybe
they get up early to make eggs and bacon once
or twice a week, but most just don’t have time.”
And for many, a full breakfast includes a savory
or protein element. Wanting to offer customers
something innovative, Youcef began experimenting with ways to tuck more savory ingredients—chorizo, bacon, sharp cheddar cheese
and eggs—into a traditional muffin form. The
result? The Bruffin: a fist-sized grab-and-go

Carrot Cake Cinnamon Rolls
For dough:
2 pounds carrots, grated
5 pounds Dawn
Exceptional™ Danish Mix
1.6 ounces instant yeast
12 ounces Dawn
Exceptional™ Crushed
Pineapple Filling
0.5 ounces cinnamon

Photo by Shutterstock, facing page by Tyllie Barbosa

ong heralded as the most important
meal of the day, breakfast represents a
major sales opportunity for bakeries.
“Depending on what kind of bakery
you run, breakfast might make or break you,”
says Bernadette Shanahan-Haas, director of
operations at the Retail Bakers of America.
Full-line bakeries selling donuts, sweet rolls
and coffee cake depend on early risers to keep
their doors open, while bakery-cafes bolster
their lunch menus with morning offerings like
crepes, bagels and muffins.
And consumers in the U.S. and Canada
have a big appetite for dining out in the a.m.:
Twenty-one percent eat breakfast away from
home, according to a Nielsen survey. Meanwhile, morning snack occasions have surged
17 percent in the U.S. since 2010, according to
The NPD Group. The research firm forecasts the
consumption of breakfast and morning snacks,
both at and away from home, will increase 5
percent through 2019—faster than the U.S.
population growth.
That spells big opportunity for bakeries.
Today’s consumers are juggling busy schedules,
foodie expectations and health-consciousness.
Here are four ways to get their mouths watering—
and their wallets open—first thing in the morning.
meal that quickly drew lines of market visitors.
Shanahan-Haas isn’t surprised that handheld
items like the Bruffin are popular. “A lot of our
retailers are seeing a surge in convenience-based
products,” she says. “And for commuters and
busy parents, how quickly they can get in and
out and eat breakfast on the go can be a defining
factor to even step in your door.”
That’s the case at Moxie Bread Co., in Louisville, Colorado. “We have a substantial breakfast commuter rush and limited seating, so a lot
of what we do is portable,” says founder Andy
Clark. “That’s the heart of how we’re able to keep
up with long lines and turn tables faster.”

For the bakery’s popular King Egg, Clark
presses croissant dough into a muffin pan, then
fills each cup with an egg and seasonal ingredients, like pickled onions, kale or aged gruyere.
“Bakeries are usually just croissants and scones
and muffins, but what I discovered very quickly is
that people kept asking for protein,” he says. “So
we listened to our customers and figured something out.”
Muffins aren’t the only bakery form that can
be grab-and-go and substantial. At Cafe Tola in
Chicago, breakfast empanadas are filled with
chorizo, honey ham and scrambled eggs, and
black beans, goat cheese and plantains.

Katherine Simpson, Applications Chef, Dawn Foods

For cinnamon/sugar smear:
8 ounces granulated sugar
1 ounce cinnamon
12 ounces melted butter,
or more as needed
For icing and topping:
2.4 pounds Dawn® Cream
Cheese Roll Icing
1.25 pounds pecans, if desired

Using a cheesecloth, wring carrots to remove
all excess moisture until carrots are very dry.
In a mixer fitted with a dough hook, combine
drained carrots, Danish Mix, yeast, pineapple
filling, and cinnamon and 1.25 pounds water.
Mix for 1 minute on low speed. Increase
speed to medium and mix for 10 to 15
minutes, or until dough is smooth.
Proof dough for 30 minutes.
In a small bowl, combine cinnamon and sugar.
Roll the dough out into a 40-inch long piece.

Generously brush the dough with melted
butter. Sprinkle generous amounts of the
cinnamon sugar mixture over the dough. Top
with another layer of melted butter.
Roll the dough into a log. Cut the log into
1-inch cinnamon rolls.
Proof rolls for 20 minutes.
Bake rolls at 350 F for 25 minutes, or until
golden brown. Top with Cream Cheese Roll
Icing and pecans, if desired.
Yields 40 cinnamon rolls

DawnFoods.com
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Make It Customizable for Consumers
—and Efficient for the Kitchen
A bakery without a display case? It works at
Duck Donuts, a regional bakery chain headquartered in Pennsylvania. When consumers
walk into a location, instead of seeing piles of
finished donuts to choose from, they’re greeted
with a design-your-own menu, featuring 11
coatings, seven toppings and 12 drizzles. Once
an order is placed, staff assemble it in minutes.
“Customers love the taste of fresh donuts, but
they also come back for the experience,” says
Kristin Kellum, a Duck Donuts spokesperson.
“We can give each customer exactly what they’re
looking for.”
For bakeries considering testing customizable breakfast offerings, relying on mixes, pastry
sheets and other premade ingredients can help.
They save time and money, freeing up resources.
Staff can focus on creating memorable madeto-order donuts, muffins, pastries and other
morning goods, while owners can more easily
manage ingredient orders.

Visit
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Make It Intense
These days, plain Jane croissants and bagels have
lost the spotlight to more wow-worthy morning
treats. Think rainbow bagels and donut sandwiches.
One way to elevate traditional offerings is with
global ingredients. Youcef is experimenting with
different ethnic flavors for his Bruffin. “We’re stepping into Asian flavors, with a riff on kimchi and
Korean BBQ, and also working on an Australian
Bruffin that uses Vegemite, a savory spread that
feels like Nutella but tastes like vegetable bouillon.”
Moxie Bread Co. takes a different route.
The bakery’s team spent months perfecting
the recipe for kouign amann, a French pastry
similar to a croissant but intensely sweeter
thanks to caramelized sugar.
“When we opened, I knew it was such a slam
dunk it would be the centerpiece offering in our
pastries,” Clark says. And to put his own spin
on the super sweet classic, he stuffs the kouign
amann with fillings like organic peaches and goat
cheese, dates and honey.
At Twenty40 in Los Angeles, breakfast gets
a flavor kick with options like the fougasse, a
football-shaped flatbread. Topped with ricotta,
oven-blistered heirloom tomatoes and oven-roasted
garlic, the pastry is as aromatic as it is flavorful.
“We also have a poached egg dish that gets
served with bacon jam and roasted mushrooms,
and it’s all these intense, really great sweet and
sour flavors,” says co-owner Nathan McCall. “It’s
such an awesome thing to eat for breakfast.” And
it sets Twenty40 apart in an area crowded with
other breakfast options for hungry diners.
10
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“Adding bacon to anything is a good idea,”
Shanahan-Haas says. “And what we’re seeing
take off in breakfast definitely isn’t standard:
cool flavors, different shapes, unusual fillings.”

Make It Healthy(ish)
For many consumers, being healthy doesn’t always
mean counting calories or abstaining from sweets.
Seventy-five percent of people are
concerned about the long-term health impact
of artificial ingredients, and more than half
think a shorter ingredients list means a more
healthful item, according to Nielsen. “To many
consumers, simple is beautiful, and foods with
a short list of recognizable ingredients resonate
strongly,” the company’s report notes.
Among consumers who frequent Moxie
Bread Co., healthy also often means a short
supply chain and transparency. “People like to
come in and see the person covered in flour
who’s making the bread or see the person
making their sandwich by hand,” Clark says.
Fresh and local are both descriptors that draw
interest from health-conscious consumers,
and bakeries can incorporate those words into
everything from display case signage to social
media posts. “Customers want to support
bakeries that are using fresh and local ingredients,” Clark says. “And they’re willing to pay.”
Kate Rockwood is a freelance food and business
writer based in Chicago.

Marketing
the Morning Meal
You’ve got a killer breakfast menu.
Now, how do you get folks in the door?
Experts offer their suggestions:

1
Sell It
on
Social

2
Survey
Your
Setting

3
Cater
to Kids

Bernadette Shanahan-Haas, director of
operations at the Retail Bakers of America, says people are often brought in by
unique foods they saw on Instagram or
Yelp—like RumChata muffins—then
buy more. “That's what draws consumers—even if they wind up buying
more of the standard item,” she says.
Photograph new menu items so you
can easily promote them on social.
Twenty40 in Los Angeles opened a
grab-and-go pastry case with a coffee
program, but because it was competing
with neighborhood coffee shops, the
owners pivoted. “To differentiate ourselves, we added a breakfast and lunch
menu to become more of a full-service
cafe,” says co-owner Nathan McCall.
With fewer direct competitors, business
picked up considerably.
Adults dominate the weekday
morning commute. But on weekends,
kids often dictate dining destinations.
At Duck Donuts in Pennsylvania, shop
interiors include a box placed in front
of the donut machine that kids can
step onto to watch donuts in the fryer.

Ace
Inspections
The key to passing
health inspections is to
make cleanliness, safety
and compliance
everyday priorities.
By Danielle Braff

C

ustomer satisfaction and safety are crucial to
a bakery’s success. So, too, are passed health
inspections. Complying with food safety and
sanitation practices that are standard across
the industry—and keeping up with federal, state and local
rules and regulations—is manageable when bakery owners
and staff view it as an intrinsic part of their jobs. Here,
experts share their best practices for baking food safety into
everyday operations.

Understand Regulations
It’s easy to fall out of compliance if regulations aren’t
consistently top of mind. “A lot has changed in the past
decade with food safety standards,” says Len Heflich, president of Innovation for Success and former committee
chair for the American Bakers Association Food Technical Regulatory Affairs Committee. “We are in the
middle of the most significant transition on food safety
since HACCP (hazard analysis and critical control point)
almost 50 years ago.”

12
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Always Ready: Preparing for the Health Inspector
You may not know when an inspection is coming, but this checklist will help ensure
your bakery is ready.
Have the food safety plan ready for review, says Len Heflich, president of Innovation
for Success. This includes all supporting documentation on programs, risk assessment, food
safety controls, corrective actions and training.
Follow daily sanitation procedures at prescribed times. This includes checking product
quality and hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP), which are monitored during
each shift at Ellison Bakery in Fort Wayne, Indiana, says President Todd Wallin. The bakery
also does pre-op inspections before each production run.
Set up a quarterly training program for all employees. Review food safety, personal
safety and proper sanitation, and incorporate basic comprehension testing during each
training session, Wallin recommends. Ellison Bakery also has unannounced audits by the
State Department of Health, the FDA and the Safe Quality Food Institute.

storage needs, he adds. Some require refrigeration, some need to be frozen, and some
need to be kept at ambient temperatures. For
others, humidity control is more important

than temperature. Having all this information
in an accessible place not only streamlines
everyday operations, but can also help with
food safety training.

Photos by iStock

As of September 2016, most food manufacturers and foodservice establishments are
required to comply with regulations set by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which
enforced the Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA). The FSMA standards are stricter than
ever before, and they mandate that food facilities determine potential hazards that could
affect food safety. These standards also require
bakeries to put steps in place to prevent these
hazards and maintain records detailing their
system, Heflich says. The FSMA gives the FDA
the authority to request the business’s food
safety plans at any time, which means bakeries
should always be prepared.
In addition to these federal regulations,
eateries need to stay on top of state laws.
These differ from state to state, driven by
whether that state has adopted the FDA’s
Food Code, a model of food safety guidelines,
as its standard, Heflich says. For example, in
New York, a state that abides by the code,
operators who touch food after a validated
kill step, like baking, must wear gloves (barehand contact is prohibited), Heflich says. He
notes that Utah bakers, on the other hand, are
not required to do so, as the Food Code isn’t
the law—only a guideline.
While all the levels of regulation can seem
overwhelming, bakeries can tap a variety of
resources for help, says Todd Wallin, president
of Ellison Bakery in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
He recommends starting with American
Bakers Association and the American Society
of Baking, which offer plenty of resources
online. Some similar organizations publish
print publications that cover a range of
bakery business topics, including food safety.
Bakers can sign up to receive newsletters
from these groups, too.
“In addition […], bakers can regularly
check the FDA or USDA websites for information,” Wallin says. “It is always a good idea
to set regular review times for your leadership
team to review recent audits for any opportunities to improve already existing programs.”
On a smaller scale, bakeries can seek
guidance from their suppliers, most of which
provide customers specification sheets that list
proper ingredient storage conditions.
“Our objective is to understand the conditions required for each food or raw material
based on the specification sheet, and to store
them appropriately,” Wallin says.
Every ingredient has different food

packaging and transporting finished goods—is
planned with food safety in mind.
The steps taken at Free and Friendly
Foods, an allergy-friendly bakery in San
Bruno, California, demonstrate how owners
can ingrain food safety into their organization’s unique operations.
Free and Friendly Foods stores ingredients
in airtight containers to avoid cross-contamination that could cause allergic reactions—
even ones as extreme as airborne anaphylaxis.
“Each of the flour containers has its own set of
measuring spoons to further prevent contamination,” says co-owner and co-founder Kathlena Rails. Milk is kept in a refrigerator outside
the kitchen, and it’s only poured into paper
cups and bowls so allergens don’t enter the sink
or dishwasher.
In addition, the bakery’s equipment is run
through a high-heat sanitation and a high-temperature dishwasher after every use.

Make Food Safety Part
of the Culture

WE ARE IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
TRANSITION ON FOOD
SAFETY SINCE HACCP
ALMOST 50 YEARS AGO.
— Len Heflich, president, Innovation for Success

Streamline Operations
for Bakery Success
Staying informed on regulations and requirements is half the battle when it comes to acing
health inspections. The other half is ensuring
every process—from storing ingredients to

In addition to setting up food safety-first
processes, it’s important that employees have
cleanliness top of mind every day.
At Bittersweet Pastry Shop & Cafe in
Chicago, food safety and sanitary guidelines
are posted clearly in the kitchen so staff have a
constant reminder, says Mindy Gohr, chef and
managing partner at the bakery. These guidelines include reminders such as: Only take the
quantity of items you need out of the fridge—a
particularly important rule for eggs, milk and
icing; never stack raw items on top of baked
goods in the cooler or freezer (the eggs or milk
could drip and contaminate the goods); and
always place covers immediately back on bins
of ingredients like sugar and flour after use to
avoid attracting rodents or insects.
Other ways bakeries can ingrain food
safety into their culture include ongoing
training that covers regulatory updates and
incorporating health code compliance into
employee evaluations.
By staying up to speed on regulations
and making safety and sanitation central
to everyday operations and culture, bakery
owners can rest easy knowing they’re keeping
customers safe—and that health inspections
will go off without a hitch.
Danielle Braff is a business writer who lives in
Chicago.

How to Handle
Food Safety Red Alerts
Use these crisis communication tips
from PR pros.
If word gets out about a health
safety issue, be it a bad review or
a weak health inspection report,
TRANSPARENCY, ACTION
AND COMMUNICATION
are essential, says Liz Kores, a public
relations specialist in Chicago who works
with bakery clients.
For example, if a customer sees a health
violation occur and then writes a bad
review, Kores recommends responding to
the review by apologizing for the negative
experience and explaining the measures
the bakery is taking to ensure the violation
doesn’t happen again. The bakery should
also thank the reviewer for visiting the
bakery and invite them to give the bakery
another chance, gratis.
“Acknowledge the [feedback], take
actions to fix it and prevent it, and
communicate what those actions are,” Kores
says. “Customers appreciate it when their
feedback is taken seriously by a business.”
RESPONDING TO THE ISSUE
WITHIN 24 HOURS IS CRUCIAL.
Prompt action is also the name of the
game in the case of a health inspection
gone wrong: The bakery should immediately
remedy the issues and communicate those
fixes to the correct audience (whoever saw
the report).
These steps, however, are part
of a secondary strategy, Kores says.
“The first strategy starts with
CREATING A BRAND
THAT IS AUTHENTIC AND
CUSTOMER-FOCUSED,”
Kores says, adding that loyal customers are
more willing to forgive mistakes.
Every bakery makes mistakes, but those
that worked to make their customers feel
valued and engaged will be able to bounce
back more quickly. That’s why building the
brand before an incident happens is key.

DawnFoods.com
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5 STEPS
TO ...

CREATING
BUTTERCREME
SUCCULENTS
Learn how to make intricate,
stunning succulents with cake icing.

Lay the
Groundwork
Select the right support
for the succulents: a
sturdy cake and workable
buttercreme-style icing.
“Baking or using a
premade high-ratio cake
is the best option for
these kinds of decorations
because you get a sweeter,
moister cake,” says Joseph
Boschetto, a technical
sales representative at
Dawn Foods. For the icing,
choose one that tastes
delicious and is flexible
enough to create edible
works of art.

tips?
Want more
video
r
ou
ch
at
W
e
buttercrem
on creating
at
succulents
.com/
DawnFoodsucculents
eS
em
cr
er
Butt
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Tools

2

The tools are just as important as
the ingredients. To create unique
succulents every time, use varying
types and sizes of cake tips, such
as rose, leaf and star tips. Have a
lot of flower nails and parchment
paper on hand to go from
creation to presentation.

3

Choose
Colors

Cakes topped with buttercreme
succulents usually stand out because
they feature colors not often seen on
sweet treats: maroons, deep greens
and gray-greens. Test color combos
before getting started. Customize
your palette by mixing two colors—
like red with a little chocolate for
maroon, and green and chocolate
for a woodland green—into a single
piping bag, Boschetto suggests.

4

Dig In

Dab a small amount of
buttercreme onto a flower nail
and cover it with a parchment square. For
a leaf succulent, add a drop of buttercreme
to the center of the square and pull your
leaf tip away. Continue this motion around
the center of the leaf, keeping pressure
steady. For a cactus, dab a tall mound of
buttercreme in the center. Move up the
tower of buttercreme with steady pressure
until you reach the top. Use a different buttercreme color to add dots for the needles.
Refrigerate succulents for at least 10 minutes.

Watch the
Garden
Grow

5

Carefully remove
the succulents
from the
parchment and
place them onto your cake.
Fill empty spaces between
the decorations by piping
mini succulents directly
onto the cake.
— Jessica Boden

Sources: Cake Style, Craftsy, I Am Baker, photos by Conway Photography

1

Gather
Your

BISTRO BY BRIDOR

FOUR SAVORY CLEAN-LABEL PASTRIES • QUICK MEAL SOLUTION WITH 350 CALORIES OR LESS

EGG
Dawn item number

01324285

LEEK &
PARMESAN

Dawn item number

01322643

TOMATO&
OLIVE

Dawn item number

01322586

SPINACH &
FETA

Dawn item number

01322536

ALL ITEMS ARE READY TO BAKE!
TARGET LENGTH: 11.43CM / 4.5’’
UNITS / CASE: 36
UNIT WEIGHT: 110G / 3.9OZ

1 800 36 1 - 1 4 5 0 · b r i d o r . c o m

FRESH
THINKING

MAKE A
GLOBAL MASHUP
Baklava Cupcakes: Cut a circular hole
in the middle of baked white cupcakes
and fill each with a small piece of baklava.
Ice cupcakes and garnish them with another
small piece baklava and a drizzle of honey.

SAY CHEESE

WARM UP DONUTS
Cinnamon-Honey Donuts: Mix
honey and cinnamon into cake donut
batter. After frying donuts, drizzle with
white icing and more honey.

PERFECT PANCAKES
Honey Pancakes: Add honey to
pancake batter and pair it with honeycinnamon syrup, made from heating and
mixing honey, butter and cinnamon.

GET COOL
Honey Sesame Ice Cream Cups:
Beat honey, brown sugar and butter, then
mix in eggs and vanilla. Add flour,
baking powder, salt, cinnamon and
toasted sesame seeds. Form and bake
cups, then top with ice cream.

Hello,
Honey
Sweeten up your menu with
buzzworthy baked goods.

Visit
DawnFoo
ds.com/
FreshThin
king
for the full
Baklava C
recipe andupcakes
more!

Photo by iStock; Sources: Food Network, Martha Stewart, Betty Crocker

Honey Ricotta Cheesecake: Blend
ricotta, cream cheese, sugar, eggs, orange
zest and honey. Pour mixture onto a
cheesecake crust and bake.

